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Abstract
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Text entry has been shown to have reasonable
performance on smart watches but space is very tight
and editing has been shown to be a major factor
slowing down text entry on many devices. In this
position paper we propose use of mid-air gestures to
control editing functions so that screen estate and
touch gestures can be focused on text entry.
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Introduction
This short paper was presented at the ACM CHI 2017 Workshop on
Ubiquitous Text Interaction, May 2017, Denver, Colorado, USA.
© 2017 Authors. Copyright permission were retained by the authors with
non-exclusive permission granted to workshop organizers to publish the
paper on the workshop website.
Permission to make digital/hard copy of part or all of this work for personal
or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made
or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the
title of publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is
by permission of the authors. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on
servers, or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission.

While standard QWERTY text entry on smartwatches
does appear to permit fast entry [8], editing is difficult
as space is very limited. Mid-air input has been
examined in the past but only as a complete
replacement for touch interactions. The idea we would
like to explore is the use mid-air gestures to assist (but
not completely replace) touch input

Background
The fat-finger problem [18] is a concern for text entry
on touch screen devices as the users' fingers are both

blunt instruments and obscure large areas of the
screen. This led to various attempts at novel watch-top
text entry methods (e.g. [6,9,10,13]) that reduce the
need for over-precise tapping on the tiny touch screens
of smart watches. While all successful in permitting
accurate text entry, their interaction style or learning
curve restricted entry speed. An alternative is to use
strong language models with a standard QWERTY
layout to compensate for inaccurate tapping and also to
support gesture writing [22]. Velocitap [19] and
WatchWriter [8] both show text entry speeds that are
in-line with those expected from touchscreen phones
and considerably faster than custom layouts or
approaches.
Correcting text can be a major limitation on overall text
entry speed as it has been shown that input speeds
decline after correcting an error [5]. Users often over
rely on backspace for correction as cognitively and
physically easier than more optimal edition techniques
such as carat relocation and text selection – a problem
that is exacerbated on touchscreens where precise
location of the editing carat with blunt fingers is
difficult. Arif et al. found that " 99% of the time
participants corrected their errors with the backspace
key" [3]. Adding arrow keys to a keyboard is a common
solution on desktops to allow precise carat location but
these take up space on a touchscreen further reducing
the space available for the main alphabetic keys. Across
keyboard gestures have successfully been used for
carat movement [16], editing [7], and to replace space,
shift, enter and backspace [2]. However, on-keyboard
gestures are typically not compatible with gesturewriting approaches and there is very limited space offkeyboard on a smartwatch.

Mid-air input has been examined in the past but only as
a complete replacement for touch interactions
[11,12,20]. In [11] a mid-air gesture input technique
for large displays is examined and found to produce
reasonable input speeds, however the need for
gesturing for various controls (e.g. start input, end
input, delete, undo, select) slowed participants down.
In [12] the authors examine head tracking as a way to
implement a swipe-like interface, although this is more
suited to impaired individuals without motor control of
their hands. In [20], a technique similar to [11] is
studied and found to produce comparable input speeds
with a push-gesture QWERTY virtual keyboard,
although in the experiment, the authors did not
investigate the impact of errors (a forced error
correction strategy was used)
In other research [14], it is highlighted that the lack of
physical feedback on touchscreen keyboards further
impacts writing speed, because the users have to
frequently shift their attention between the keyboard
and input area, in order to examine whether the
touches have had the intended effect, which also
applies to error correction via backspacing. In [17] a
similar “slowing down” effect is observed for the first
character, after a user switches keyboard layouts (e.g.
from alphabetic to numeric and back).
To summarise, input in mobile or ubiquitous touchbased keyboards suffers from a range of factors,
including key size, accuracy of gesture recognition
algorithms, inadequate control of cursor and control
keys and lack of support for seamless transition
between keyboard modes. Although keyboard layout
optimisations, gesture typing and mid-air typing have
been explored in the past, we have not been able to

find any literature that examines how these techniques
could be used together to solve the input problem. Most
importantly, we are interested in exploring how large
and computationally robustly recognisable mid-air
gestures might replace some of the non-input control
elements of a virtual keyboard, in order to prevent
input slow-down during error correction and keyboard
control.



Edit command gestures
The keyboard layout for tiny screens should maximise
the space for alphabetic text entry in normal use to
improve tap accuracy as far as possible given layout
constraints. As such the alphabetic QWERTY layout
should dominate. The non-alphabetic controls that are
needed for full text entry are:



Figure 1: Suggested interactions




Space input: While traditionally needed after
most words or punctuation, some language
models do not need space explicit space input
(e.g. [19]). It still, however, helps considerably
in disambiguating taps. Touch-screen
keyboards typically automatically insert taps
after a gestured word or on picking from a
suggestion bar, however reliance on this
prevents out-of-dictionary typing.
Shift and caps-lock: Keyboard now typically
auto-capitalise but occasional use of shift is still
needed, for example for words that can be
proper nouns or common nouns (e.g. Mark &
mark).
Punctuation input: Typically limited on the
primary keyboard to periods and commas.
Enter, accept, OK: Now often overloaded the
traditional carriage-return key is used on
mobiles as a carriage-return in paragraph









based typing and as a short cut to OK/accept in
other situations. Even in prose based text entry
it's use is very much limited from the early
electric keyboards where manual line breaks
were required.
Number, symbol and Emoji input: a wide
range of non-alphabetic characters and
extended character set symbols are needed in
addition to support for the increasing use of
Emojis [15]
Backspace: The principle editing tool of most
users – people typically engage in "psychotic
backspacing" often in preference to more
efficient editing processes.
Suggestion picking: Alternative suggestions
are needed for any intelligent text entry
method to allow users to pick alternative
interpretations of their input.
Dynamic carat positioning: Moving the carat
dynamically to a new position in the text.
Difficult on a small touch screen as tapping is
inaccurate and a limited amount of text is
usually visible on tiny screens during typing.
The accuracy problem is often solved with popup zoomed in displays and reduced movement
sensitivity during carat movements.
Precise carat positioning: on desktops using
← ↑ → and ↓ keys to move the carat this is typically
omitted on touch screens.

Potential above screen gestures
Above device gestures could be enabled by the user
wearing mini sensor on their, say, right hand while
tapping on a watch on their left wrist or by using near
surface interaction affects that can identify dual point

interaction (e.g. [4,21]). Figure 1 summarises our
suggestions.



For the non-editing commands identified we suggest
minimising use through automation and suggestion
picking or gesture typing, reducing their use to
occasional explicit input and then approximately
following the on-touchscreen gestures suggested by
Arif et al. [2]:










Space input: short above surface gesture –
e.g. right to left swipe.
Shift: short above surface gesture – e.g. a
vertical up swipe
Enter: a gesture synonymous with hiding the
keyboard or moving down – e.g. a diagonal
down-left stroke or maybe fast lift of wrist from
screen
Punctuation input: comma and period should
be on alphabetic keyboard
Number, symbol and Emoji input: non-short
above surface gesture to change keyboard
mode (not covered in [2]) – e.g. a circle
gesture

For editing it is harder to automate as users are
typically correcting either their or the language model's
mistakes. We suggest more reliance on word level
interaction, or smart editing (e.g. [1]) with character
level interaction limited




Changing suggested word at carat position
from word list: Dynamic gesture with onscreen feedback – e.g. wrist rolling movement
Backspace: probably most used gesture so fast
easy – e.g. right-to-left swipe.

Dynamic carat positioning: Dynamic gesture
with on-screen feedback – e.g. two finger 2D
direct manipulation (mouse style) movement
Precise carat positioning: rarely supported so
omit or modally overload space/backspace.

Cross Device Standardisation
There is very little cross device standardisation for
gestural interaction. We would also like to explore the
same configuration on a range of standard (e.g.
mechanical QWERTY keyboard) and limited input
surface scenarios, or where entry is hindered by the
physical properties of the input device, for example
metal weather and vandal resistant keyboards on ATMs
keyboards or pervasive displays. We hope that at least
some functions (e.g. delete) are ecologically valid
across a range of ubiquitous computing devices and
might benefit from a set of universal gestures that can
be easily learned and intuitively used, leveraging from
the proliferation of sensor-enabled wearable devices
(e.g. smartwatches, smart clothing, smart jewellery
etc).
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